Endotracheal intubation confirmation based on video image classification using a parallel GMMs framework: a preliminary evaluation.
In this paper, the problem of endotracheal intubation confirmation is addressed. Endotracheal intubation is a complex procedure which requires high skills and the use of secondary confirmation devices to ensure correct positioning of the tube. A novel confirmation approach, based on video images classification, is introduced. The approach is based on identification of specific anatomical landmarks, including esophagus, upper trachea and main bifurcation of the trachea into the two primary bronchi ("carina"), as indicators of correct or incorrect tube insertion and positioning. Classification of the images is performed using a parallel Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) framework, which is composed of several GMMs, schematically connected in parallel, where each GMM represents a different imaging angle. The performance of the proposed approach was evaluated using a dataset of cow-intubation videos and a dataset of human-intubation videos. Each one of the video images was manually (visually) classified by a medical expert into one of three categories: upper-tracheal intubation, correct (carina) intubation, and esophageal intubation. The image classification algorithm was applied off-line using a leave-one-case-out method. The results show that the system correctly classified 1517 out of 1600 (94.8%) of the cow-intubation images, and 340 out of the 358 human images (95.0%). The classification results compared favorably with a "standard" GMM approach utilizing textural based features, as well as with a state-of-the-art classification method, tested on the cow-intubation dataset.